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Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

Exercise Passage 1

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 
He saw that 2) _______ babies are cute.

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 
so many baby animals are cute to us. 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 
look almost the same 7) ________!

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 
one reason why koala 10) ________.

Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

1. 1) names
2) named A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 

2) named 
3) is named 
4) was named 
5) to name

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 

2. 1) automatically everyone almost thinks
2) everyone thinks mostly automatically
3) everyone mostly automatically thinks
4) almost everyone automatically thinks

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 

4) almost everyone automatically thinks
5) everyone thinks automatically mostly



Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

Exercise Passage 1

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 
He saw that 2) _______ babies are cute.

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 
so many baby animals are cute to us. 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 
look almost the same 7) ________!

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 
one reason why koala 10) ________.

Text Completion

3. 1) Even anything looks like a baby
2) Anything that even looks like a baby

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 2) Anything that even looks like a baby

3) Anything looking like even a baby
4) Even a baby looking like anything
5) A baby even looks like anything

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
4. 1) It’s that

2) It was because
3) It was why
4) That’s because

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
4) That’s because
5) That’s why

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 



Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

Exercise Passage 1

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 
He saw that 2) _______ babies are cute.

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 
so many baby animals are cute to us. 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 
look almost the same 7) ________!

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 
one reason why koala 10) ________.

Text Completion

5. 1) And once they’re adults
2) And they’re adults once

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 2) And they’re adults once

3) As adults once they are
4) They’re once as adults
5) As adults they are once

) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

) ______ 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
6. 1) And they are animals

2) So they are animals
3) So there are animals
4) But animals are there

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
) ________ that 

) ________ of this. A baby koala 
4) But animals are there
5) But there are animals

) ________ of this. A baby koala 
) ________ size. That’s 



Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

Exercise Passage 1

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 
He saw that 2) _______ babies are cute.

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 
so many baby animals are cute to us. 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 
look almost the same 7) ________!

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 
one reason why koala 10) ________.

Text Completion

7. 1) how old they are no matter
2) they are no matter how old

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 2) they are no matter how old

3) no matter how old they are
4) they are old no matter how
5) no matter how they are old

) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

) ______ 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
8. 1) a good example

2) an example that is good
3) being a good example
4) examples that are good 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
) ________ that 

) ________ of this. A baby koala 
4) examples that are good 
5) examples being good

) ________ of this. A baby koala 
) ________ size. That’s 



Text Completion

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

Exercise Passage 1

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 
He saw that 2) _______ babies are cute.

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 
so many baby animals are cute to us. 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 
look almost the same 7) ________!

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 
one reason why koala 10) ________.

Text Completion

9. 1) Differently, it is the only
2) Differently, it is only the

Cute things don’t have to be young, but it helps! 
A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 2) Differently, it is only the

3) The difference only is
4) The only difference is 
5) Only the difference is

A scientist 1) _______ Fernando Roger looked at cuteness. 

It doesn’t stop there. 3) ______ is also cute. 4) ______ 

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
10. 1) are considered one of the cutest animals

2) consider one of the cutest animals
3) are one of the cutest animals considered
4) are the cutest animals considered

Baby humans don’t look like babies for very long 
though. 5) ________, they are less cute. 6) ________ that 

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
4) are the cutest animals considered
5) are considering the cutest animals

Koala bears are 8) ________ of this. A baby koala 
looks a lot like a little adult koala. 9) ________ size. That’s 



Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Exercise Passage 2

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
was arrested in 1770 11) _______ the notorious Newgate
Prison.

12) _______, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one 
morning, Addis 14) ______, with a rag, when an idea came to 
him. Wouldn’t it be easier and more effective 15) _____

16) _______, he picked a small bone 17) _______ he had 
for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
and wedged them into the holes. 20) _______.

Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

11. 1) to send a riot and to start from
2) for sending and starting a riot atblame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Newgate

, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
once he was released. For example, one 

2) for sending and starting a riot at
3) for starting a riot and was sent to
4) for starting and sending a riot to
5) to start a riot and sending it into

once he was released. For example, one 
, with a rag, when an idea came to 

) _____ them?
he had 

) _______. After 

12. 1) Many fellow prisoners alike 
2) As his many fellow prisoners 
3) Unlikely, many fellow prisoners also
4) Many of his fellow prisoners too) _______. After 

boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
4) Many of his fellow prisoners too
5) Unlike many of his fellow prisoners



Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Exercise Passage 2

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
was arrested in 1770 11) _______ the notorious Newgate
Prison.

12) _______, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one 
morning, Addis 14) ______, with a rag, when an idea came to 
him. Wouldn’t it be easier and more effective 15) _____

16) _______, he picked a small bone 17) _______ he had 
for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
and wedged them into the holes. 20) _______.

Text Completion

13. 1) he wanted to put to use 
2) could be put to use as he wanted to

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

2) could be put to use as he wanted to
3) he put it as he wanted to use
4) he wanted to put to be using
5) was put to use as he wanted to

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
Newgate

, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
once he was released. For example, one 

14. 1) usually had the way in cleaning his teeth
2) in the usual way his teeth were cleaned
3) was cleaning his teeth in the usual way
4) was in the way he usually cleaned his 

once he was released. For example, one 
, with a rag, when an idea came to 

15) _____ them?
he had 

19) _______. After 
4) was in the way he usually cleaned his 

teeth
5) in the way he was usually cleaning his 

teeth 

19) _______. After 
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 



Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Exercise Passage 2

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
was arrested in 1770 11) _______ the notorious Newgate
Prison.

12) _______, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one 
morning, Addis 14) ______, with a rag, when an idea came to 
him. Wouldn’t it be easier and more effective 15) _____

16) _______, he picked a small bone 17) _______ he had 
for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
and wedged them into the holes. 20) _______.

Text Completion

15. 1) wiping teeth as if brushing
2) to brush teeth as if to wipe

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 2) to brush teeth as if to wipe

3) wiping teeth instead of brushing
4) to brush teeth instead of wiping
5) to brush teeth in the same as to wipe

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
Newgate

, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
once he was released. For example, one 

16. 1) Lastly
2) The next day
3) Some day
4) The day before

once he was released. For example, one 
, with a rag, when an idea came to 

) _____ them?
he had 

) _______. After 4) The day before
5) For the time being

) _______. After 
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 



Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Exercise Passage 2

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
was arrested in 1770 11) _______ the notorious Newgate
Prison.

12) _______, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one 
morning, Addis 14) ______, with a rag, when an idea came to 
him. Wouldn’t it be easier and more effective 15) _____

16) _______, he picked a small bone 17) _______ he had 
for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
and wedged them into the holes. 20) _______.

Text Completion

17. 1) from the meat for a piece
2) as a piece from the meat

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 2) as a piece from the meat

3) with meat in a piece
4) from a piece of meat
5) for a piece of the meat

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
Newgate

, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
once he was released. For example, one 

18. 1) back to his cell
2) from his cell back
3) in his cell at the back
4) at the back of his cell

once he was released. For example, one 
, with a rag, when an idea came to 

) _____ them?
he had 

) _______. After 4) at the back of his cell
5) to the back in his cell

) _______. After 
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 



Text Completion

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 

Exercise Passage 2

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
was arrested in 1770 11) _______ the notorious Newgate
Prison.

12) _______, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one one that 13) _______ once he was released. For example, one 
morning, Addis 14) ______, with a rag, when an idea came to 
him. Wouldn’t it be easier and more effective 15) _____

16) _______, he picked a small bone 17) _______ he had 
for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______for dinner and took it 18) _______. A guard 19) _______
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 
and wedged them into the holes. 20) _______.

Text Completion

19. 1) supplying some bristles to him
2) supplied some bristles with him

If you find brushing your teeth a tiring chore, you can 
blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 2) supplied some bristles with him

3) with some bristles supplied to him
4) supplied him with some bristles 
5) was supplying him for some bristles

blame it on an English prisoner, William Addis. William Addis 
Newgate

, Addis had a lively and questioning mind, 
once he was released. For example, one 

20. 1) That’s why he made the first toothbrush
2) That’s how the first toothbrush was made
3) In the end it was the first toothbrush making 
4) Therefore, that was the first toothbrush to 

once he was released. For example, one 
, with a rag, when an idea came to 

) _____ them?
he had 

) _______. After 4) Therefore, that was the first toothbrush to 
make

5) Also, that’s how to make the first toothbrush

) _______. After 
boring holes into the bone, Addis tied the bristles into tufts 




